
JAMJAMJAMJAM----tastic Extravaganza (tastic Extravaganza (tastic Extravaganza (tastic Extravaganza (VVVV2222.011.011.011.011) ) ) )     
    

Events:Events:Events:Events:    

PingPingPingPing----PongPongPongPong    BattleBattleBattleBattle    ––––    4 Players enter a ring.  Each player must bounce a ball on their Ping-Pong 
Paddle and try to outlast the rest.  Players may swat at opponent’s paddle while defending their 
own.  Last player bouncing a ball scores a point for their team.  (Upper Jensen.)    

Paper Airplane Paper Airplane Paper Airplane Paper Airplane LaunchLaunchLaunchLaunch    ––––    Each player is issued a single piece of paper.  They must write 
their name/team name on the paper and use it to construct a paper airplane.  All players will stand 
behind a “launch zone” and aim for a “landing zone.”  The 10 closest airplanes to the “landing 
zone” score points for their team.  (Patio. if rainy Dining Hall)     

PiePiePiePie----eating Contesteating Contesteating Contesteating Contest    ––––    One male and one female team member will represent their team.  First 
pair to finish a pie wins and scores points for their team.  (Patio.  If rainy Dining Hall)    

Steal the AnimalSteal the AnimalSteal the AnimalSteal the Animal    ––––    Teams will stand in the corners of the room.  The teams will count off so 
that each player has been issued a number.  A judge will call a number and players with the 
corresponding number will run to the center and retrieve as many inflatable objects and return 
them to their team to score points.  (Upper Jensen.)    

    

Alternative Event:Alternative Event:Alternative Event:Alternative Event:    

Lazy Limbo Lazy Limbo Lazy Limbo Lazy Limbo ––––    Teams will merge and form one limbo line.  The final ten players will score 
points for their teams.  (Dining Hall.) 

Items we need: 

* Four ping-pong paddles/Balls.  An easily enterable ring. 

*Scrap paper.  Markers.  “Launch zone” (Marked with tape).  “Landing zone (Redwood in patio 
or also marked with tape).” 

*4 Pies.  Napkins. Buckets of water and rags. 

*Inflatable objects.  Tape for starting lines at each team’s corner. 

*Giant Marker board for score table. 


